
From Vineet Gupta vineet.guptasun.com

Sent Thu Oct23 2008 151245 PDT

To Jonathan Schwartz jissun.com

CC Brian Siitphin brian.sutphin@sun.com

Subject Re STATUS MS TB Side -- call to Eric at

Attachments

Importance Normal

Priority Normal

Sensitivity None

Jonathan

They will check with Andy ifhe is going to send his proposal to us today

However his proposal more than likely is going to be about buying out Java

So would be fine calling Eric in the morning around losing US

and that they are welcome to bid on ROW or countries outside of US and

WW deal on Chrome

-Vineet

Vineet Gupta wrote

have been setting expectation that you see three parts to the

Distribution Services deal TB for US TB for ROW and additionally

Chrome And that is at half the competition So Android

discussion was supposed to cover the Gap And ifthey could not cover

the Gap thru an Android proposal then TB would more than likely go

toMSFT

have told them you will be reviewing our discussion around Android

today/tomorrow for decision by Friday So best would be Friday

with call to Eric

However have been setting expectation with Andy that we want to

solve the Android issue independent of the TB deal He is on same page

with that

Now regarding the Android discussion Eric Jeet and myself

proposed joint collaboration on the on single stack that combined

Java and Android into single platform LinuxJVMdalvik
extensionsJava APIsAndroid APIsAndroid Apps available thru

Apache license and having single AppStorejointly owned And Sun

would provide JavaFX as soln on top and would run Commercial part of

the App Store
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Now Andy wants the entire eco-system to be available for free i.e

no connections to monetization as he sees his charter to enable an

eco-system that makes mobile eco-system adopt web paradigm quickly

with an open OSVs MSFTs like on desktop

He turned the conversation into our strategies and directions on

mobile ecosystem developers platform app store etc are exactly

same -- butu his mission is no monetization as their monetization is

orthogonal to eco-system and ours is monetization of parts of

eco-system So how about JV on this how about we buy Java

So he will talk to Eric and give us proposal and he did ask

what it would cost and we stated that it was best for Eric to call

you/Brian

So either we find way to work together or they become our biggest

competition with Android with our Java ecosystem as part of it- and

all points provided for free with Googles ad engine apps and

control obviously and we fight thru Suns Java/JavaFX/App Store and

loose alliance of OEMs/SPs Then of course there is the IP/Patents

hammer..

Sorry for being verbose..

-Vineet

Jonathan Schwartz wrote

When should notify Google would like to do so..

On Oct 22 2008 at 957 PM Vineet Gupta wrote

Sorry was at Google Android discussion we should chat about

that one as well.. and then was getting it thru our

process/systems and all approvals

We are signed on both sides though we will fax them copy back

tomorrow by 1000am

Vineet

Jonathan Schwartz wrote

can you send me confirmation of both signatures..

thanks

is

On Oct 22 2008 at 722 PM Brian Sutphin wrote

great job vinny youre sales stud
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Vineet Gupta wrote

Thanks Brian and Jonathan Appreciate the support and help in

getting this done Record time for contract negotiations with

MSFT as well

-v

Brian Sutphin wrote

just spoke with Jonathan Sign it

Jonathan will send note to Balmer suggesting they chat and

if they do Jonathan will raise the PR issue and figure out if

theres press release that makes sense for both of us

Vineet Gupta wrote

We have clean and agreed to documents on both sides on the TB

deal Should get executed tonight

Brian Any status on your discussion with Hank around PR for

MySQL This is the last item to complete on our side

-Vineet

--
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